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kingdom Rock Staff Devotions

Day 1 Devotion
Play Kingdom Rock music from the Sing & Play Rock Music CD as people 
arrive. When everyone is seated, welcome them, and introduce yourself. 

Say: You know, there are times, especially in ministry, when we just 
don’t feel strong enough to solve our problems. We feel weak and 
breakable. Hold up an egg. Kind of like this egg. Ask: 

 What would happen if I were to squeeze this egg as hard as I 
can? (It’ll break; it’ll make a mess; it will shatter.)

Say: Think of problems in your life that make you feel weak—situations 
where you need strength. Maybe it’s needing more volunteers in 
your ministry or trying to balance ministry and home life or dealing 
with a difficult relationship or illness. As I start to squeeze this egg, 
call out your ideas. Hold the egg over a bowl, and let participants call 
out answers. After participants call out a few ideas, press the egg on 
one side only until it breaks. Clean your hands as you continue.

You were right! This egg wasn’t strong enough to withstand all 
the problems we thought of. That’s how we are—on our own. But 
no matter how weak we feel, we can find the strength we need. 
There’s a guy in the Bible—David—who knew where to find true 
strength. Listen.

Read aloud Psalm 18:1: “I love you, Lord, you are my strength.” 

David knew that true strength comes from God. God’s love helps 
us…stand strong! God can help us stand strong, no matter what 
problems we face. Think of some of the problems we called out 
before. Ask:

 How can God’s strength help in those situations? Turn to 
someone near you, introduce yourself, and talk about that with 
your partner. (God can encourage us; God can give us courage 
when we’re scared; God can heal us.)

Give 2 minutes to talk, and then call time. Show participants another 
egg, holding it in your palm so that your fingers are completely 
wrapped around the egg. (It won’t break because you’re applying 
even pressure.)

Say: True strength comes from God. He can be our strength. And 
when God is our strength, nothing can break us. Squeeze the egg 
tightly—it won’t break. See? I’m squeezing the egg, but it doesn’t 
break. It’s strong. When God is our strength, we can stand strong. 
If you have time, let a volunteer or two try squeezing the egg while 
holding it the “unbreakable” way. Then set aside the egg and bowl.

Let’s stand and sing our theme song, “Stand Together”—together! 
Play the song from the Sing & Play Rock Music CD (track 1). 

Let’s pray. Heavenly Father, we love you and stand in awe because 
of how much you love us. Thank you, God, for helping us stand 
strong, no matter what problems we face. Lord, you are our 
strength. Give us strength to get through this jam-packed day. 
Please help us be a reflection of your love in all that we say and do. 
In Jesus’ name we pray. Amen.

Supplies:

E Sing & Play Rock Music CD*

E CD player

E Bible

E 2 eggs

E bowl

E wet wipes

   *available from Group Publishing 
or your Group VBS supplier
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Day 2 Devotion
Before the session, hold six strands of 
tinsel together, and tie a knot at one 
end. Then tie them together again in a 
knot about 6 inches from the first knot. 
Cut the loose strands off just past each 
knot. This is your tinsel orb.

Say: For our devotion today, you’ll 
need to find a partner. Introduce 
yourself, and share about a 
time when you needed to be 
encouraged and built up. Allow 4 
minutes, and then call time.

Thanks for sharing. Let’s read our 
verse for the day, 1 Thessalonians 
5:11: “So encourage each other 
and build each other up.” 

We all need to be encouraged 
and built up. And that’s where 
friends and family members can 
help. Family and friends help us…stand strong!  
They help us rise above our problems. I’ll show you what I mean.

Bring out your tinsel orb. Hold the orb by one knot. Demonstrate 
what happens when you drop it. The strands droop and fall. Ask:

 How is that like us when we’re struggling with a problem? Let 
participants call out answers.

Bring out the PVC pipe, and rub it on your own (or someone else’s!) 
hair to create static electricity. Then drop the tinsel orb from high 
above the PVC pipe. The orb will repel when it comes close to the 
pipe, and it will stay afloat! Ask: 

 How is that like when our friends and family encourage us?

Let participants try the experiment a few times.

Say: Just like this tinsel, we might fall down on our own. But family 
and friends help us…stand strong! They encourage us and 
build us up, just like the Bible says to do. Take a few minutes 
to encourage one another through prayer. Form a trio with two 
people near you, and pray for one another. Allow time for prayer.

Let’s stand and worship our Lord. Lead everyone in singing “Say, 
Say” (track 7).

Supplies:

E Sing & Play Rock Music CD*

E CD player

E Bible

E thin Mylar tinsel

E  PVC pipe (18-inch length)

    *available from Group Publishing 
or your Group VBS supplier
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Day 3 Devotion
Have music playing from the Sing & Play Rock Music CD as participants 
arrive. Welcome everyone, and ask how their week at Kingdom Rock 
is going. 

Say: It’s such a privilege to help kids learn to stand strong for God! 
And we’re learning right along with them! But it’s not always easy 
to stand strong, is it?

Show the radio, and turn it on. This radio puts out radio signals. 
That’s what we’re hearing. But when we put this cage over the 
radio, the signals stop. Place the mesh trash can over the radio to 
block the sound.

That’s kind of what it’s like when we’re worrying. Worrying puts 
us in a cage. It surrounds us. Turn to a partner, and tell something 
that you tend to worry about. Allow time to talk.

Thanks for sharing. We all worry sometimes. It’s part of life. But 
when we’re worrying instead of praying, we stop sending out 
messages to God. We’re not talking to God; we’re just worrying—
which doesn’t help at all, right?

Remove the cage so you can hear the radio again. So don’t let 
worry cage you in. Don’t let worry stop your prayers to God. 
Because God can help your problems—worry can’t! Prayer helps 
us…stand strong!
Hold up your Bible. When you think of this experiment, think of 
today’s Bible verse from Philippians 4:6: “Don’t worry about 
anything; instead, pray about everything.”

Before we head out, let’s stand strong and sing “Pray About 
Everything.” Lead everyone in singing track 8 on the CD. Then close 
in prayer, thanking God for answering our prayers.

Supplies:

E Sing & Play Rock Music CD*

E CD player

E Bible

E small metal mesh trash can 
(or bucket)

E radio

    *available from Group Publishing 
or your Group VBS supplier

If you can’t find a mesh trash can or 
have trouble with the experiment, 
just use a bucket instead. But 
not being able to hear the radio 
through the mesh is sure a wow!

TOWER
Tip From the



Day 4 Devotion
Before this session, cut a 1 x 11½-inch strip of paper for each person.

Have music playing from the Sing & Play Rock Music CD as participants 
arrive. Welcome them, and ask for any fun updates from their Kingdom 
Rock VBS experiences this week.

Say: Today kids will be discovering that trusting God helps us…stand 
strong! And today’s Bible verse is perfect for that Point. Hold up 
your Bible. Here’s what Isaiah 26:4 says: “Trust in the Lord always, 
for the Lord God is the eternal Rock.” Ask: 

 What does the word eternal mean to you? Just call out your 
answers. (Never ending; without end; something that goes on 
and on.)

Say: I’m so thankful that God is eternal—eternally good, eternally 
loving, and eternally faithful. Let’s make something to remind us 
to trust our awesome eternal God! 

Have participants form groups of three or four, and give each group 
pencils, tape, and paper strips. Demonstrate how to hold both ends 
of the strip and give a half twist. Then tape the ends together. 

Show participants how  to draw a line along the middle of the strip, 
starting at any point and continuing all the way until they reach the 
starting point again.

Wow! Your line looks like it’s on both sides of the paper. It 
doesn’t end! But how can that be? Your paper looks like it has 
one side and that one side goes around and around without 
ending! Take your paper strip home to remind you that God has 
no end—because he’s our eternal rock! (For extra fun later, cut 
along the line and see what happens!)

Let’s close in prayer. Pray, thanking God for his eternal love and 
faithfulness.

Supplies:

E Sing & Play Rock Music CD*

E CD player

E Bible

E paper

E pencils

E scissors

E transparent tape

   *available from Group Publishing 
or your Group VBS supplier
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Day 5 Devotion
Have Kingdom Rock music playing as volunteers arrive. Welcome everyone, 
and thank them for serving this week at your Kingdom Rock VBS! 

Say: This has been an awesome week at Kingdom Rock! Turn to 
someone near you, and tell the best part of the week for you so 
far. Pause as people share.

Now to turn to a new partner, and tell the most challenging part 
of the week for you. Allow time to talk.

There are always challenges along the way, aren’t there? No way 
around it. But thankfully, the Bible helps us…stand strong! Let’s 
see what the Bible itself has to say about that. Read aloud today’s 
verse, Psalm 119:105: “Your word is a lamp to guide my feet and a 
light for my path.” 

What a wonderful verse to remember! But sometimes when we 
face problems, we don’t always turn to God and the Bible first. 
Sometimes we keep things inside; sometimes we try to fix things 
on our own. It’s kind of like this!

Ask for a few volunteers to help you. (You’ll need one volunteer 
for about every five people.) Give each volunteer a flashlight. Have 
everyone stand up, and ask volunteers to turn on their flashlights. 
Move belongings and other obstacles to the edge of the room. 
Demonstrate the following with one volunteer. 

When I shine the light on a spot on the floor, my helper will 
run over and try to stand on the light. Ready? When we have a 
problem, we may turn to untrustworthy friends for advice. 

Shine your flashlight on a spot about 5 feet away, and have your 
volunteer run over and stand on the spot of light. Immediately move 
the light to another spot as you say: Or we may try to get even 
with someone who hurt us. Have the volunteer try to stand on the 
next spot of light. Or we may ignore the problem. Quickly move 
the light, and have the volunteer follow it.

Have everyone stand. Explain that you’ll turn out the lights, and 
volunteers will flash their lights in different places on the floor. 
Participants should try to stand on the spots of light, but the 
volunteers with the flashlights will keep moving the spots of light. 
Caution that participants should walk instead of running. 

Turn off the lights, count to 3, and start the game. After about 30 
seconds, turn on the lights, and have everyone sit again. Ask:

 What was it like to be running all over, trying to stand on 
different lights? (Hectic; I couldn’t do it; it was impossible.)

Say: Trying to find answers to life’s problems without turning to God is 
like running all over the place but getting nowhere. It just doesn’t 
work. Only God has perfect wisdom and advice. And just think—
he put that wisdom in a book for us!

Turn off the lights, and shine your flashlight on the Bible. The Bible 
will always be a perfect light to guide your steps. The next time 
you need advice, this is the place to go!

Pray, thanking God for the incredible gift of the Bible. Then lead 
everyone in singing the theme song, “Stand Together” (track 1).

Supplies:

E Sing & Play Rock Music CD*

E CD player

E Bible

E flashlights (1 for every  
5 people)

   *available from Group Publishing 
or your Group VBS supplier
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